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Skater:          Date: 
 
Trainer/s: 
Skater must score a minimum of 2 points on all areas to pass! 
Speed and endurance 
Skater must complete as many laps of a regulation size track as possible in 1 minute. From a standing 
start. 

0 Points  Skater does not attempt or completes less than 4 laps. 

1 Point  Skater Completes 4 laps 

2 Points  Skater completes 5 laps 

3 Points  Skater completes 6 or more laps 

 
Weaving around moving obstacles  
Skaters must skate in a pace line and adjust speed quickly and safely to maintain arms distance gap.  

0 Points  Skater does not attempt or cannot speed up or slow down on demand. 

1 Point  Skater responds to change in speed but cannot maintain consistent gap.  

2 Points  Skater responds to change is speed, looses gap but regains. 

3 Points              Skater responds to change in speed quickly and maintains consistent gap 

 
Demonstrates weaving through a single-file line of skaters, each an arm's length apart, at a 
moderate pace. 

0 Points  Skater does not attempt or cannot weave . 

1 Point  Skater responds to change in speed but cannot maintain consistent gap.  

2 Points  Skater responds to change is speed, looses gap but regains. 

3 Points               Skater responds to change in speed quickly and maintains consistent gap 

 
Pushes  
Giving pushes, skater must push a teammate, near their centre of gravity, giving them a noticeable 
change in speed and direction, whilst maintaining their own momentum and balance. 

0 Points  Skater does not attempt 

1 Point  Skater pushes teammate looses their balance or does not have any effect on their 
  direction or speed. 

2 Points  Skater pushes teammate and is able to increase their speed and change direction 
  but does not maintain their balance or momentum. 

3 Points  Skater pushes team mate and is able to increase their speed and change direction 
  whilst maintaining their own balance and momentum. 

 
Receiving pushes, skater must receive a push, and maintain their balance during and after the push, 
maintaining derby stance and start skating within 2 seconds of receiving the push. 

0 Points  Skater does not attempt or falls when pushed. 

1 Point   Skater receives push but looses balance or stands up right and is unable to start  
  skating within 2 seconds. 

2 Points  Skater receives push but is unsteady  or looses derby stance but starts skating within 
  2 seconds. 

3 Points  Skater receives push, maintains derby stance is balanced uses the speed gain and 
  skates within 2 seconds. 

 
Focus Comfortably looks left, right, and behind quickly and unexpectedly while maintaining regular 
skating stride at a moderate pace, calls to the trainer where other skater is behind them.  

0 Points  Skater does not attempt or cannot look behind while skating. 

1 Point  Skater looks behind but loses their line or momentum. 

2 Points  Skater looks behind and maintains their line and momentum. 
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Positional blocking and leaning   
Performs contact with good posture and without loss of balance. Demonstrates ability to lean and 
push on an opponent with legal blocking zones to legal target zones while moving at moderate pack 
speed.  

0 Points  Skater does not attempt or falls when they do attempt. 

1 Point  Skater performs positional blocking but cannot maintain balance and falls. 

2 Points  Skater performs positional blocking while maintaining their balance. 

 
Checks   
Demonstrates the ability to perform hip and shoulder checks, delivered within legal blocking zones 
to legal target zones while skating at a brisk pace. 

0 Points  Skater does not attempt or falls when they do attempt. 

1 Point  Skater delivers hip and/or body checks but cannot maintain balance and momentum 
  while causing no effect to the other skater. 

2 Points  Skater delivers both hip and body checks, whilst keeping their balance, but having 
  no effect of the other skater. 

3 Points  Skater delivers both hip and body checks, whilst maintaining their balance and  
  momentum, causing the other skater to lose their balance. 

 
Taking hits  
Responds safely to repeated heavy blocks without flailing or grabbing other skaters. If the hit knocks 
the skater off balance, they fall safely, without sprawling, and demonstrate an ability to recover 
within 2 to 4 seconds.  

0 Points  Skater does not attempt or falls when they do attempt. 

1 Point  Skater receives hip and/or body checks but cannot maintain balance and falls and  
                             does not recover within 4 seconds. 

2 Points  Skater receives both hip and body checks, may lose their balance a little, wobble or  
                             fall, but recover within 4 seconds. 

3 Points  Skater receives both hip and body checks, whilst maintaining their balance, and does 
                             not fall. 

 
Obstacle Avoidance 
Hops laterally at least 18 inches (45.5 centimeters) from a brisk forward speed. 

0 Points  Skater does not attempt. 

1 Point  Skater hops but cannot make enough distance or falls on landing.. 

2 Points  Skater hops and achieves required distance but loses balance momentarily on  
                             landing, but recovers without falling or flailing arms. 

3 Points  Skater hops required distance and maintains balance. 

 
Demonstrates the ability to recover balance after bumping skates or locking wheels with another 
skater 

0 Points  Skater does not attempt. 

1 Point  Skater cannot recover balance and falls after having wheels clipped. 

2 Points  Skater recover balance after having wheels clipped and does not fall. 
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Movement/Balance 
Grapevine: (first foot side steps, second foot steps across and in front of first foot, first foot side 
steps, second foot steps behind and crosses first foot) to both the right and left.  

0 points  Does not attempt or cannot complete with good form . 

1 point   Can perform the steps but rolls excessively  while shifting weight. 

2 points  Can perform steps with minimum rolling. 

 
Shuffle: (first foot side steps, second foot steps to meet first foot without crossing first foot, first foot 
immediately side steps in a hopping motion) to both the right and left.  

0 points  Does not attempt or cannot complete with good form . 

1 point   Can perform the steps but rolls excessively while shifting weight. 

2 points  Can perform steps with minimum rolling. 

 
Quick steps: (both feet rapidly alternate in small steps, only one foot is on the ground at a time) in 
place and to the right and left.  

0 points  Does not attempt or cannot complete with good form . 

1 point   Can perform the steps but rolls excessively while shifting weight. 

2 points  Can perform steps correctly with minimum rolling. 

 
Balance: Skater is to balance on each foot from a stationary position at least 30 seconds. 

0 Points  Does not attempt or cannot complete. 

1 Point  Can not balance on each foot for 20 seconds 

2 Points  Can balance on each foot for 20-29 seconds. 

3 Points  Can balance on each foot for 30 seconds. 

 
Transitions 
Skater must demonstrate a smooth and controlled transition in both directions 

0 Points  Skater does not attempt. 

1 Point  Skater performs transitions but can only perform in one direction or the transitions 
                             are not controlled. 

2 Points  Skater transitions both directions, but is not smooth or controlled. 

3 Points  Skater transitions both directions well controlled. 

 
Jump 
Jumping over an object - Skater is able to jump an object at least three inches in while skating at a 
moderate pace. Both feet are to leave the ground together and land together 

0 Points  Skater does not attempt. 

1 Point  Skater jumps object but hits object or falls immediately upon landing 

2 Points  Skater clears object but lands unbalanced before returning to active skating 

3 Points  Skater clears object and lands with both feet simultaneously and makes an  
                             immediate return to active skating. 
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Fitness 
Side Plank – 30 seconds each side  

0 points  Does not attempt or holds for less than 15 seconds on either side. 

1 point   Holds plank with good form for 15-19 seconds each side. 

2 points   Holds plank with good form 20-29 seconds each side. 

3 points  Holds plank with good form for 30 seconds each side. 

 
Front Plank – 30 seconds   

0 points  Does not attempt or holds for less than 30 seconds. 

1 point   Holds plank with good form for 30-44 seconds. 

2 points               Holds plank with good form for 45-59 seconds. 

3 points  Holds plank with good form for 60 seconds. 

 
Push ups – 20 push ups in sets of ten with 20 seconds break in between each set (must be on toes) 

0 points   Does not attempt or cannot complete with good form 

1 point                 Can complete 10 push ups with good form, or 15 push ups with poor form 

2 points   Can complete 15 push ups with good form, or 20 push ups with poor form 

3 points   Can complete 20 push ups with good form 

 
Crunches– 20 sit ups in sets of ten with 20 seconds break in between each set 

0 points  Does not attempt or cannot complete with good form 

1 point   Can complete 10 crunches with good form, or 15 sit ups with poor form. 

2 points               Can complete 15 crunches with good form, or 20 sit ups with poor form. 

3 points  Can complete 20 crunches with good form. 

 
Static Squats – 2 x 30 second sets  

0 points  Does not attempt or cannot complete with good form 

1 point   Holds 2 static squats with good form for less than 20 seconds. 

2 points               Holds 2 static squats with good form for 20-29 seconds 

3 points  Holds 2 static squats with good form for 30 seconds. 

             
Wall Sit 

0 points  Does not attempt or cannot complete with good form 

1 point                 Holds wall sit with good form for less than 44 seconds 

2 points  Holds wall sit with good form for 45-59 seconds 

3 points  Holds wall sit with good form for 60 seconds. 
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Totals 

Page 1        /17 

Page 2  /13 

Page 3  /15 

Page 4  /18 

 
In order to pass, a skater must score a minimum of two points for all sections  

 

If a skater scores one (1) point in three or fewer sections of this test, they will be permitted to re-test on those 

sections two (2) weeks following the original test. 

  

Re-test permitted?  YES / NO 

Skater  must pass the current rules test:  PASS / FAIL 

 
 

Total Score:      /63 

 

PASS / RETEST / FAIL 

 

Training Committee member signature:  


